11/30/2015
Attending:
Jose, Jackie, Chris, Dave, Cindy, Christin, Kirk, Craig, Jeanne, Matt, Lenya, Scott, Ida, Kelsey
Please note the room has changed to EPC 107 which is outside of the Help Desk.

Agenda Items:
1. Web Services New Software Siteimprove and the features it has for Accessibility
2. Web Content Quality Process
3. AT Lab Move to the Multi Media Lab
We will be adding training in the new lab
We had to pull back Read and Write Gold
List of software for all labs - Ida and Leyna needs to come up
E-Text books - how does the faculty work with this
Searching Book Share
For faculty to receive money for online courses they must meet a certain level of accessibility
For faculty to receive cert from FRC they must make sure the accessibly
4. Closed Captioning
Still waiting to hear from Boulder
YouTube will auto caption
Descriptive video
Washington.edu/video
->Washington.edu/accessibility
Whoever creates the video must captioning it
California does it with automatic sync technology
Caption sync is the technology
System wide access
Caption sync is a $1.50 a minute
FRC is using movie captioning
How much is this currently costing the University?
Ida is running the numbers for DS
Also having copy right issues
Trying to stay current is difficult

The content is also a problem because the faculty only knows about the content
We need a professional version of Jaws for $350
A revision to title 2 will be out in January
Title 3 for public will be out in 2018
Needing a policy in place
5. Contract Accessibility Review Board
6. Accessibility Training for Faculty
How can we expose faculty to accessibility?
Accessible teaching
FCQ question
->Talk to Terry about what we want to message before the end of the semester
Onboarding process
->How do we provide the tools?
Use the Boulder's standards for our messaging
Faculty need access to Camtasia or something like it
AST Auto Sync Technology
Boulder has a caption service in IT
Boulder's Accessibility initiative has a great first paragraph

7. Messaging to Faculty About Accessibility and Document Creation
8. Open Topics

Outcomes for Meeting:
Closed Captioning guidelines for video
Contract Accessibility Review Board defined or process
Messaging to faculty on accessibility and document creation

